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FEATURES

Not One or the Other, but Both
Digital streaming of conferences is a hot
trend right now, but will they ever replace
face-to-face meetings? Planners are asking
for suggestions to integrate virtual con-
nectivity with the live event and get the
best of both worlds. Is that possible or
even economically viable?

The Case for the Longer Keynote
Why should keynotes be shortened? Are
attention spans getting shorter? Is it sim-
ply a question of putting more speakers on
the agenda in the time available? There are
many benefits to offering a longer keynote
and we’ll explore what they are.

Satisfying Your Boss After the Event
There are many ways attendees can share
information and connect pre- and post-
meeting. However, what does the boss
expect when the employees who were sent
to the meeting on the company’s dime
return to the office? Will there be a
debriefing? Will the attendees be encour-
aged to pass along what they’ve learned?
What’s in it for the company?  

DEPARTMENTS

TECH TALK
The Power of Fast Feedback
We take a look at the advantages of keypads or texting audience mem-
bers (perhaps using Turning Point) for immediate and visible feedback,
including when these mechanisms are helpful and when they are not. 

EFFECTIVE MEETINGS

Making True Connections Through Meetings
Sometimes, the message of a meeting has a profound impact on peo-
ple’s lives and results in great change. This article looks at those
magic connections that can happen in meetings – those moments of
clarity that stick with a person long after.

SPEAKING OF ROI
Managing on a Small Budget
Is there a way to design an effective meeting on a small budget,
particularly if your organization is not-for-profit? What are the best
ways to maximize the learning experience, even provide quality
speakers, workshops, panels and entertainment, while keeping a lid
on spending?

A SECOND LOOK
Revisiting Editorial
This is a new department for Speaking of IMPACT in which we pull a
story from a previous issue (between five and 10 years back) and
invite the original author to add his or her comments about how the
subject has changed or whether they have a fresh opinion to offer. 

And, our other regular departments including Industry News,
IMPACT Players and Funny Business.


